ABSTRACT Thread Sharing Analysis (TSA) plays an important role in concurrent program testing. Providing a TSA to a data race detector may speed up the runtime logging and improve the performance of data race detection. In this paper, we focus on the empirical study of the performance of data race detection based on TSA with different granularities. First, three granularities are considered, including object, field and ''field + array element''. Then, an empirical study is conducted to evaluate the performance of data race detection based on three dynamic TSA approaches. The results show that data race detection based on the TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity outperforms those with object and field granularities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Concurrent programs have gradually become popular to fully utilize multicore CPUs. Data race, a type of concurrency bug, is difficult to expose, to detect and to fix. A data race occurs when two or more different threads concurrently access (i.e., read-write, write-read, or write-write) a shared variable without any synchronization mechanisms.
Thread Sharing Analysis (TSA) aims to determine whether a program statement can read or write thread-shared data. It is defined as the problem of locating thread-shared data accesses, i.e., shared access points (SAP). TSA is the basis of concurrent program comprehension, compiler optimization and software testing. For example, if an access is not to the shared data, a race detector can ignore this access and save much more analysis time.
A great number of data race detection techniques have been developed to find data races. Commonly, there are two data race detection models: happens-before relation [1] , [2] and lock-sets [3] , [4] . In terms of program execution, data race detection techniques can be divided into static detection [5] , [6] and dynamic detection [7] , [8] . Static techniques
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However, most of data race detection techniques are based on escape analysis which is a coarse-grained thread shared analysis approach [9] , [10] . Escape analysis is a classic thread shared analysis approach. It identifies a shared object by checking if the object escapes from a thread or a method creating it. However, an object is escaped does not mean that all the data in the object are shared. Recently, Huang pointed out some limitations of escape analysis and proposed a fieldsensitive, object-insensitive dynamic-TSA algorithm [11] . This algorithm addresses the runtime overhead problem. It is based on a location-based approach and tracks memory accesses at each program location at most twice. If the same field or array object is accessed by two different threads from two different program locations, or twice from the same program location, with at least one write, the field or array object is marked as shared. All statements accessing it are marked SAPs. Therefore, dynamic-TSA algorithm is on the field granularity. However, for efficiency, the dynamic-TSA algorithm ignores different array elements, which may produce many false positives. These non-SAPs can increase the runtime overhead for data race detection. How is the performance of data race detection with the increase of analysis granularities?
Based on the above questions, we conduct an empirical study to evaluate the performance of data race detection based on TSA with different granularities, including object, field and ''field + array element''. We use a data race detector called RVPredict, which is a maximal sound predictive race detection tool [12] . Our experiments are conducted on 12 widely used java multi-threaded programs. The results show that data race detection based on the TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity obtains the best performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our approach is described in Section II. Section III presents an empirical study to show its validity. Section IV summarizes the related work. Finally, we draw conclusions of this paper in Section V.
II. OUR APPROACH A. OVERVIEW
Data race detection can benefit a lot from TSA. Given the shared data and shared access points, data race detectors can eliminate a lot of instrumentations on concurrent programs under test, saving online logging time. In addition, thread shared analysis may affect the result of effectiveness of data race detector. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of data race detection based on TSA with different granularities, which mainly considers the time benefit from TSA. Fig. 1 presents the overview of our approach. It consists of three steps: thread sharing analysis, data race detection and performance evaluation. In the first step, we identify shared data and shared access points in the concurrent program by using three TSA approaches with different granularities (i.e., objects, fields, fields + array elements). In the second step, data race detectors analyze the concurrent program with the results of three TSA approaches, respectively. Take RVPredit for example, it first logs the shared access events online and then predicts data races offline. The final step is performance evaluation. We evaluate the performance of data race detection based on different grained TSA in terms of time overhead.
B. TSA WITH DIFFERENT GRANULARITIES
TSA is a concurrent testing methodology, which can be described from two perspectives, i.e., static analysis and dynamic analysis. Given a concurrent program P, static TSA first constructs an Information Flow Group (IFG) or a Call Graph (CG) for the whole program, and then traverses the access statements reachable from each static thread to identify SAPs. If an object (field) is accessed by two or more static threads, with at least one write access, this object (field) is considered to be shared. The corresponding statements on the shared object (field) are marked as SAPs. Unlike static TSA, dynamic TSA tracks the thread memory accesses information during the execution of program P. If the same object (field) is accessed by two different threads from two different program locations, or twice from the same program location, with at least one write, the object (field) is considered to be shared. The statements which access this object (field) are marked as SAPs.
In this paper, we employ TSA with three granularities, i.e., object, field and ''field + array element''. The details are described as follows.
1). TSA with object granularity. Standard escape analysis is a TSA approach which checks if an object escapes a thread or a method creating it. If an object is thread-escaped, escape analysis considers that all data associated with the object are shared. Moreover, all static variables as well as any object reachable from the static variables are threadescaped. Therefore, escape analysis is a coarse-grained TSA and it is on object granularity. In the empirical study, we use dynamic escape analysis (DEA) as the TSA approach with object granularity.
2). TSA with field granularity. Dynamic-TSA proposed by Huang is a TSA approach which identifies shared fields and shared array objects. It is a location-based, field-sensitive, object-insensitive analysis approach. Only if the same field is accessed by two different threads from two different program locations, or twice from the same program location, with at least one write, the field is considered to be shared. For each shared field or shared array object, all statements accessing it are classified as shared access points. To pursuit efficiency, for any program location, it analyzes at most two memory accesses performed at that location and ignores different array indexes. In the empirical study, we use dynamic-TSA as the TSA approach with field and array object granularity.
3). TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity. Identifying shared array elements accurately can accelerate data race detection and data race fix. This is more obvious in the case of ''hot-path'', such as loop accesses of an array object. However, identifying shared array element accesses is difficult because of alias problem. None of TSA approaches distinguish between different array elements. In this paper, we design DTSA FAE (Dynamic TSA with ''Field + Array Element'' granularity) to identify shared fields and shared array elements.
The process of shared array elements identification is shown in Fig. 2 . First, we use dynamic-TSA to analyze a concurrent program, which can obtain a set of shared array objects SA with all of their access locations. Next, we collect information of all array element accesses. As soon as an array element access happens, we check if the current element is shared. The current element is shared when it is accessed by two different threads, with at least one write. A challenge is that the names of the shared array elements are still unknown. Then, we find the true name of shared array elements by using access locations. For example, we can get <$r0:{loc a2 , loc a3 ,. . . }> from SAE*. Besides, we can find from SA that array object a is accessed in program location loc a2 and loc a3 . Therefore, we know that $r0 is the alias of array object a. Finally, we obtain the shared array elements and their SAPs.
Overall, thread sharing analysis can directly impact on the performance of data race detection. Given accurate SAPs, a data race detector can eliminate a lot of instrumentations on non-SAPs, which can save much time and memory space.
C. AN ILLUSTRATION
We use an example in Fig. 3 to show the TSA results with three granularities.
As described in Fig. 3 , there are in total two threads (i.e., main thread and Thread1) accessing a shared object s with two instance fields x, y, a static field str and an array reference a. To indicate the access type, a simple annotation with different color is added after the corresponding statement. For example, R(x) means reading x, and W(x) means writing x.
The analysis results obtained by thread sharing analysis approaches with three granularities are shown in Table 1 . Columns 1-6 respectively represent granularity, approach, shared data, SAPs, the number of SAPs and data races detected by RVPredict. In this paper, SAP is represented by the line number. Data race is represented in the form of ''(s:< line1, line2>)'', where s indicates the shared data, line1 and line2 indicate statement positions of data race.
Row 2 in Table 1 presents the analysis results obtained by escape analysis which is on object granularity. Classical escape analysis identifies the instance object s as shared, because it escapes the thread (i.e., main thread) which creates it. Moreover, escape analysis considers all the fields of s (including x, y, str, a) and all accesses to the fields as shared since they are the accesses to the shared object s. In addition, as the shared field x can be written concurrently by main thread and Thread1, the data race on x can be easily detected by RVPredict. However, it will miss the data race on a[0] because escape analysis mistakenly identifies b as thread-local.
Row 3 in Table 1 presents the analysis results obtained by dynamic-TSA which is on field granularity. Dynamic-TSA identifies field str as thread-local since str is only accessed by main thread. Besides, dynamic-TSA identifies field y as thread-local since y is only read after initialization and it is immutable. Hence, the statements of accesses to str (line 13) and y (line 14) are non-SAPs. Furthermore, as b is an alias of a, dynamic-TSA identifies all the accesses to the array object a as SAPs, i.e., lines 15, 16, 23, 25 . However, dynamic-TSA cannot distinguish between different array elements. Therefore, although RVPredict can detect the data races (<16,23>) and (<23,16>), the shared array element is unknown.
Row 4 in Table 1 presents the analysis results obtained by DTSA FAE which is on ''field + array element'' granularity. a [1] is only read after initialization. Thus, it is thread-local. imply that, with DTSA FAE , we can know the conflict data as well as the responding locations.
Given precise SAPs to a data race detector, it can eliminate the instrumentations on those non-SAPs, which reduces the logging overhead and improves the runtime performance. From Table 1 , we can see, three approaches that work on object, field and ''field + array element'' granularities mark seven, six and four SAPs, respectively. DTSA FAE marks the least number of SAPs, which is two less than dynamic-TSA and three less than escape analysis. Furthermore, this does not reduce the number of data races reported by RVPredict. Compared with RVPredict based on dynamic-TSA and escape analysis, RVPredict based on DTSA FAE can report complete data races.
III. EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we conduct an empirical study on a suit of widely used multi-threaded programs to investigate the validity of our approach. First, we describe the experimental subjects and the experimental design. Then, we present the results and analyze them in details.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS
We select 12 multi-threaded Java programs for our evaluation. 10 programs are from five common benchmark suits, i.e., IBM Contest benchmark suite [13] (Account, Shop), an open library from Suns JDK 1.4.2 (StringBuffer, ArrayList), Java Parallel Grande (JPG) benchmark suite [14] (RayTracer), SIR [15] (AirlineTicket, BoundedBuffer) and Dacapo (Dacapo-9.12-bach) [16] (Avrora, Sunflow, Lusearch). Cache4j and SpecJBB-2005 are from reference [17] . These multi-threaded Java programs are widely used in data race detection.
The details of all subjects are shown in Table 2 , where columns 1-6 represent program name, size in lines of code, scale, number of dynamic threads, native running time and a simple description. The subject programs are sorted in increasing order by their scale. Our experimental subjects contain small (LOC < 1000), middle (1000 < LOC < 10,000) and large (LOC > 10,000) concurrent programs. Besides, ''Native(ms)'' (column 5) indicates the running time without any analysis tools.
B. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Our experiments are conducted on a four-core Intel i7 3.06GHz machine with Java HotSpot 1.7 and 8GB memory running Ubuntu-14.04. We compare the performance of data race detection based on three dynamic TSA approaches with different granularities, which are described in Section II.B. Both TSA approaches with field granularity and with ''field + array element'' granularity are modified from dynamic-TSA proposed by Jeff Huang.
The data race detection function in our experiments is performed on RVPredict, a recent, source available data race detection tool. RVPredict is a maximal sound predictive race detector. It contains two steps: trace collection and predictive race analysis. In trace collection, a sequentially consistent trace which contains shared data accesses, thread synchronizations, and branch events is logged after static instrumentation. In predictive race analysis, a constraint is constructed for every conflicting operation pair (COP), and then it is solved through an SMT solver. For scalability and practicality, RVPredict employs a windowing strategy [18] . Large traces are divided into a sequence of fixed-size windows. After that, RVPredict performs race analysis on each window separately.
To evaluate the performance of data race detection based on TSA, we set four different scenes that are listed in Table 3 . The analysis granularity increases by rows. Column 2 and column 3 represent the granularity and the corresponding approach we used in our implementation. In special, ''S1'' means to execute data race detection without any TSA approaches, i.e., tracking all accesses. The last three scenes which are introduced in Section II.B indicate to track the shared access points obtained from DEA, dynamic-TSA and DTSA FAE , respectively. As three TSA approaches are dynamic, all data are averaged over 10 runs.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) SIZE OF TRACE
RVPredict collects an execution trace that contains synchronization operations and shared memory accesses. Therefore, the size of trace becomes a factor which affects the performance of data race detection. collected in four scenes (column 2-5). Column 2 shows the size of trace collected by RVPredict without any TSA approach. Columns 3-5 show the size of trace collected by RVPredict based on TSA with granularities on object, field and ''field + array element'', respectively.
As shown in Table 4 , TSA can reduce the size of trace significantly. Compared with tracking all accesses (S1), the size of trace can be reduced by 30%, 33% and 50% on average after using TSA approach with the granularities on average after using TSA approach with the granularities on object field and ''field + array element'', respectively. There are five programs in which the size of trace collected by RVPredict based on TSA with field granularity is larger than that with object granularity. They are Shop, ArrayList, SpecJBB-2005, Avrora and Lusearch, which are bold in Table 4 . The reason is that, there are shared array element accesses in these programs. Dynamic escape analysis that is at object granularity does not work for array indexing accesses. Both dynamic-TSA and DTSA FAE track array element accesses. The difference is that, dynamic-TSA reports all statements accessing the shared array object as SAPs and DTSA FAE can distinguish between different array elements, which only reports the shared array elements.
In addition, we find that, for Sunflow, we cannot get its size of trace at the object granularity because DEA runs out of memory for it. This also implies that dynamic-TSA and DTSA FAE are efficient than DEA.
2) EFFICIENCY
To further explore the performance of data race detection based on TSA with different granularities, we compared the runtime overhead of RVPredict in four scenes.
The comparison results for nine small and middle-scale programs are displayed in Fig. 4 , where x-axis indicates three phrases of dynamic data race detection (i.e., instrumentation, logging and prediction), and y-axis indicates the time cost in four scenes. For example, for most programs, large amount of time is used for instrumentation. But for BoundedBuffer, the time consumed for prediction is much more than that for VOLUME 7, 2019 logging. The reason is that, there are 13 data races needed to be checked in BoundedBuffer, which is more than that in other programs. For Cache4j, the time cost in three phrases is uniform because the trace collected by RVPredict is much longer than others.
Moreover, we find that, the instrumentation time and the logging time are related to the size of trace in Table 4 as RVPredict instruments on these events and records them. For example, for Shop, the size of trace collected by RVPredict at field granularity is 80 more than that at object granularity, then RVPredict consumes 0.04s and 0.07s more time for instrumentation and logging shared events, respectively.
In addition, we summarize the runtime overhead of RVPredict in four scenes for three large programs, which is shown in Table 5 . Table 5 lists, for each large program, program name (column 1), runtime in three phases at four different granularities (columns 2-5), and the corresponding reduction compared with that in S1 (columns 6-8). Rows 1-6 describe the instrumentation time of RVPredict in four scenes. Rows 7-12 describe the online logging time of RVPredict in four scenes. Rows 13-18 describe the offline prediction time of RVPredict in four scenes. ''−'' in Table 5 indicates that we cannot get the SAPs identified by DEA as it analyzes Sunflow over one hour and runs out of memory.
As shown in Table 5 , TSA can reduce the logging overhead significantly. It reduces the instrumentation time, online logging time and prediction time by 26.52%, 52.95%, 56.02% and 34.76%, 63.91%, 59.91% at field and ''field + array element'' granularity, respectively. Although RVPredict in S2 reduces more time than that in S3 and S4 for Avrora and Lusearch, it is unavailable for Sunflow. What's more, RVPredict based on the TSA approach worked at array element outperforms that based on object and field granularity.
From Fig. 4 and Table 5 , we can conclude that, for most programs, the larger the size of trace is, the more time it consumes for offline prediction, such as AirlineTicket, Account, Shop, BoundedBuffer, Avrora. However, for Lusearch, although the size of trace at object granularity is smaller than that at field granularity, the offline prediction time at object granularity is much more. The reason is that, the windowing strategy RVPredict employed divides the trace into a sequence of fixed-size windows and performs race analysis on each window separately. A shorter trace may increase the number of races in a window, which can consume more time for prediction.
To present an unbiased estimation, we calculate the total time of data race detection, which consists of the time of thread sharing analysis and the runtime overhead of RVPredict. The results of 12 programs are summarized in Table 6 . Columns 2-4 report the time of DEA, dynamic-TSA and DTSA FAE , respectively. Columns 5-7 report the time consumed for RVPredict based on TSA with three granularities (object, field and ''field + array element''). Columns 8-10 represent the total time of data race detection.
The data in Table 6 show that, for small programs, both the time of TSA and the time of RVPredict reduce along with the increase of analysis granularity. For middle-scale and large programs, although RVPredict which based on the TSA with field granularity has more runtime overhead than that with object granularity, dynamic-TSA is much efficient than DEA. Obviously, DEA runs out of memory for Sunflow, making it unavailable for RVPredict. Therefore, in terms of total time, the performance of RVPredict based on the TSA with field granularity is comparable to that with object granularity.
Similarly, although TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity consumes more time to distinguish different array VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Number of data races detected by RVPredict in four scenes.
elements compared to that with field granularity, RVPredict based on TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity spends less time on online logging. The data in the Total columns also shows that RVPredict based on the TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity outperforms than that with field and object granularities.
3) EFFECTIVENESS
We evaluate the effectiveness of thread sharing analysis with different granularities in terms of the number of data races detected by RVPredict. The time threshold of offline prediction is set to one hour. Fig. 5 shows, for each program, the number of data races detected by RVPredict in four scenes. The blue, red, green and purple bars represent RVPredict without TSA and that with DEA, dynamic-TSA as well as DTSA FAE , respectively. For example, RVPredict detects no data race in StringBuffer in four scenes. For Sunflow, RVPredict with DEA detects no data race because DEA analyzes it out of time and memory. For BoundedBuffer, RVPredict with DTSA FAE and dynamic-TSA detects two more data races than that with DEA and they are two real data races through our manual check. In addition, for Avrora, RVPredict with DTSA FAE detects more data races than that with other thread sharing analysis approaches. Also, they are real data races.
However, for ArrayList and Sunflow, RVPredict without TSA detects one more data races than that with other three TSA approaches. This is probably for two reasons: the first is that dynamic analysis is unsound, which causes some SAPs that may involve data races not logged in the trace, and the second is there are more shared data accesses in a window of RVPredict.
Overall, the numbers of data races are similar among four scenes. This mainly attributes to the detection mechanism of RVPredict, which formulates race detection as a constraint solving problem. Concretely, it encodes the control flow and a minimal set of feasibility constraints as a group of first-order logic formulas, and then solves them by an SMT solver. Therefore, although there are many potential data races at the beginning, only the real data races are finally reported. Furthermore, the results also imply that fine-grained thread sharing analysis can scarcely reduce the number of data races, which enhances the availability of DTSA FAE in practice.
D. THREATS TO VALIDITY
We find several threats to the validity of our experiments. They can be summarized into two aspects.
1) INTERNAL VALIDITY
There are two threats to internal validity. One is the performance evaluation criterion, the other is the fixed-size windowing strategy.
For the first one, the performance generally includes not only time cost but also space cost, which is not considered in our experiments. All experiments are conducted on a machine with 8G memory. The situation of running out of memory only occurs when we analyze Sunflow with DEA. In fact, the space cost can be shown by the size of trace which contains synchronization operations and shared memory accesses, because statements should be instrumented before them for further recording. Therefore, the logging overhead of both time and memory space will increase along with the length of trace.
For the second threat to internal validity, the effectiveness of data race detection with four different granularities mainly depends on the size of windows employed by RVPredict. RVPredict is sound and maximal. Soundness means every detected race is real, which eliminates false positives. Maximality means RVPredict does not miss any race that can be detected by any sound dynamic race detector based on the same trace. However, the number of detected data races may be affected by the number of shared data accesses in each window. For example, if two shared data accesses that involves a data race are divided into two windows, it will produce a false negative. As we can see from Table 4 , the sizes of traces collected by RVPredic are different for a program after applying different TSA approaches. Therefore, a strategy of self-adapting size of windows may be helpful to further improve the effectiveness of data race detection.
2) EXTERNAL VALIDITY
Threats to external validity arise when selecting the TSA approaches and the experimental subjects.
In our experiments, we selected two dynamic thread sharing analysis approaches (i.e., DEA, and dynamic-TSA) and designed a dynamic DTSA FAE approach to evaluate the performance of RVPredic. A natural character of dynamic algorithm is unsound, which may cause the recorded traces are different every time. To alleviate this problem, we run each program 10 times and take the average value.
Additionally, although our experimental subjects involve small, middle and large scale programs and they are widely evaluated in data race detection, we cannot ensure that our conclusion still holds for all programs. Further generalizability requires more programs that are with different characters and come from various domains.
IV. RELATED WORK
To date, many researchers have proposed a large number of data race detection techniques. How to improve the performance of data race detection has gradually become a hot topic in concurrent software testing. In this section, we first summarized the related work on TSA and its application on data race detection. Then, we reviewed the empirical studies which are relevant to our work.
Escape analysis is a classic TSA approach which has been widely applied for many years. It focuses on the object granularity. Generally, escape analysis can be divided into static escape analysis and dynamic escape analysis. Originally, Choi et al. [9] , Whaley and Rinard [10] used static escape analysis for stack allocations and synchronization elimination. Later on, with static escape analysis, Naik et al. [5] - [19] implemented Chord and Jade to detect data race and deadlock, respectively. Besides, Halpert et al. [20] proposed to applied static escape analysis to lock allocation and achieved good performance. However, static escape analysis should construct inter-procedural information flow graph (IFG) for the whole program, and propagate shared nodes in the graph, which makes it difficult to scale to large programs. The experimental subjects in our empirical study involves programs with different scales, including small programs, middlescaled programs and large systems. Therefore, for scalability, we use dynamic TSA approaches with three granularities to obtain SAPs.
Dynamic escape analysis checks when thread-private data become shared. As dynamic analysis has become the focus of multithreaded program analysis and concurrency bug detection, it is widely applied in data race detection [12] . For example, Nishiyama [21] , Christiaens and Bosschere [22] used dynamic escape analysis (DEA) to improve the performance of race detection. Compared with first-shared-access-based DEA [4] , [21] - [23] , reachability-based DEA [22] , [24] , [25] has more advantage to be a sound filter for data race detection. Recent work introduced a lightweight data race detection Caper for production runs [25] . Caper was the first to utilize reachability-based DEA to prune the results of static data race detection, obtaining all true data races soundly from observed executions. In our empirical study, as ''object'' is selected to be an evaluation granularity, reachability-based DEA is implemented to obtain the SAPs.
Considering some limitations of escape analysis (e.g., false positives, false negatives and hard to scale to large programs), Huang [11] proposed two scalable TSA approaches, i.e., static-TSA and dynamic-TSA. Static-TSA was an objectsensitive, field-sensitive analysis approach. It leveraged call graph and points-to analysis to traverse the reachable field and array access statements to identify SAPs. It is simple, but less memory-demanding and more precise than static escape analysis. Dynamic-TSA was a location-based, fieldsensitive, object-insensitive analysis approach. The experimental results showed that it could achieve a significant performance improvement over a precise dynamic escape analysis while maintaining close precision. In our empirical study, dynamic-TSA is implemented to obtain the SAPs since ''field'' is selected to be an evaluation granularity. Furthermore, our DTSA FAE is designed based on dynamic-TSA. First, a set of shared array objects with all of their access locations are obtained by dynamic-TSA. Then, all the shared array elements and their SAPs are identified by utilizing the runtime information, i.e., program locations of the accessed array elements. Therefore, our DTSA FAE is more precise than dynamic-TSA.
Dynamic analysis gets more popularity in many applications, such as data race detection [12] , [26] - [28] , atomicity violation detection [29] - [31] , record and replay systems [32] - [35] . Researchers have surveyed data race detection techniques from various views [36] - [38] . Generally, data race detection techniques are based on two models: locksets and happens-before relation. Locksets-based techniques [4] , [29] , [39] check that whether accesses to the same shared data are guarded by the same lock via dynamic analysis. Happens-before relation based techniques define the partial order on all events of all threads in a system. If two or more threads access a shared variable and the accesses are concurrent, a data race bug on this variable may occur. However, locksets-based techniques may report many false positives and happens-before relation based techniques may miss some real races. Our empirical study adopts RVPredict to perform data race detection. RVPredict is a dynamic and maximal sound predictive race detector. It combines locksets and weaker happens-before relations to predict data races. In addition, we adapt the original RVPredict for our evaluation. The programs under test are first analyzed by TSA approaches with three different granularities, then the obtained results are inputted to RVPredict for predicting.
From the point of empirical studies, there are only a few empirical researches on concurrent software testing. Lu et al. [40] provide the first comprehensive real word concurrency bug characteristic study. They examine concurrency bug patterns, manifestation and fix strategies of 105 randomly selected real world concurrency bugs from four representative server and client open source applications. Hong et al. [41] explore the effectiveness of concurrency coverage metrics via a comprehensive empirical investigation. The results highlight the need for additional work on concurrency coverage metrics. Melo et al. [42] - [46] conduct a series of empirical research on concurrent software testing. For example, they propose a new classification for concurrent testing tools and construct a characterization schema for concurrent software testing techniques, which provide a useful selection guide for testing practitioners [42] . Recently, they conduct a systematic mapping study to identify and analyze empirical research on concurrent software testing techniques [46] . The results show that there is little empirical evidence available about some specific concurrent testing techniques. Our empirical study is different from the above ones, because it is focus on a specific concurrency bug detection technique, i.e., data race detection. The purpose of our study is to evaluate the VOLUME 7, 2019 performance of data race detection based on thread shared analysis with different granularities.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an approach to evaluate the performance of data race detection based on TSA with different granularities. In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of a dynamic data race detector RVPredict based on TSA approaches with object, field and ''field + array element'' granularities, respectively. The results show that RVPredict based on the TSA with ''field + array element'' granularity obtains the best performance without effectiveness reduction.
